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REPSOL NET INCOME INCREASES
37% TO 2.171 BILLION EUROS












Repsol posted net income of 2.171 billion euros in the first
nine months of the year, an increase of 37% over the same
period of the previous year, and the highest 9-month result
in the last decade.
Adjusted net income, which specifically measures the
performance of the company’s businesses, increased by
11% to 1.720 billion euros. EBITDA rose to 5.833 billion
euros, representing a 24% increase over the same period in
2017.
Repsol increased its hydrocarbon production by 4% in
comparison with the same period in 2017 to an average of
713,000 barrels of oil equivalent per day. This growth was
supported by the startup of projects in Trinidad and
Tobago, the United Kingdom, Algeria, Peru and Malaysia.
The Upstream unit (Exploration and Production) earned
1.015 billion euros, twice the result obtained between
January and September of last year, as a result of
implemented efficiency measures, higher volumes and
rising international prices.
The Downstream (Refining, Chemicals, Marketing,
Lubricants, Trading, LPG and Gas & Power) earnings stood
at 1.098 billion euros, with growth in the Gas & Power,
Marketing and LPG units.
In late June, Repsol announced the purchase of Viesgo’s
non-regulated, low-emissions electricity generation assets
as well as its gas and electricity distributor. The acquisition
adds 750,000 customers and increases the company’s total
installed capacity to 2,950 MW.
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Repsol posted net income of 2.171
billion euros in the first nine months of
the year. This represents a 37%
increase from the 1.583 billion euros
earned in the same period of 2017.
Adjusted net income, which specifically
measures
the
progress
of
the
company’s businesses, increased to
1.720 billion euros, a 11% increase over
the 1.543 billion euros earned between
January and September of 2017.
Repsol’s integrated business model
continued to demonstrate its flexibility and strength and, together with the efficiency and
value-creation measures the company has implemented, resulted in the highest earnings
recorded at the end of the third quarter in the last decade. The company achieved this in a
period of higher crude oil prices (with Brent at an average of 39% higher than in the same
period of 2017) and lower gas prices (with an 8% average decrease in the Henry Hub
benchmark.)
The Upstream unit maintained the positive performance shown throughout 2018 with
earnings of 1.015 billion euros - more than double the result obtained between January and
September of 2017 (487 million euros). The implementation of the synergies and efficiencies
program, increased production and higher crude oil and gas prices (+38% and +16%,
respectively, both outperforming the international benchmark prices) were decisive factors for
a strong performance.

Repsol’s integrated
business model
contributed to achieving
the best nine-result in a
decade

The Downstream unit earned 1.098 billion euros in this
period, with an improved performance from the Gas &
Power, Marketing and LPG units. The Refining and
Chemicals units continued to be affected by the
weakness of the dollar against the euro, a more
complex international environment and maintenance
shutdowns at some industrial facilities.

The company’s overall EBITDA stood at 5.833 billion euros—24% higher than the 4.715
billion euros earned in the same period of 2017—demonstrating the strength of Repsol’s
integrated model.
Net debt decreased to 2.304 billion euros, a reduction of 63% from the end of the previous
year. Meanwhile, Repsol’s liquidity at the end of September stood at approximately 9.3 billion
euros.
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The company updated its strategy last June after meeting its previous objectives two years
ahead of schedule, and after the sale of its stake in Naturgy Energy Group (formerly known
as Gas Natural SDG.) The 2020 strategy update is based on three pillars: an increase in
shareholder compensation; profitable business growth in Upstream and Downstream and the
development of new businesses connected to the energy transition.

Repsol at the end of June reached an
agreement to purchase non-regulated, lowemissions electricity generation businesses
from Viesgo as well as its gas and electricity
distributor, which has 750,000 customers.
The company expects to complete this
operation in early November, achieving a
total installed capacity of 2,950 MW.

With the acquisition of assets
from Viesgo and Valdesolar,
Repsol will reach more than
70% of its capacity objective for
low-emissions electricity
In the third quarter, Repsol also acquired
generation
the Valdesolar photovoltaic project planned in the municipality of Valdecaballeros (Badajoz,

Spain), which is in the administrative processing phase. The project will have an installed
capacity of 264 MW. With these additions, Repsol will have achieved more than 70% of its
strategic objective for low-emissions generation capacity of 4,500 MW by 2025.
In October the company completed the financing for the construction of one of the largest
floating offshore wind farms in the world, offshore Portugal, which will have an installed
capacity of 25 MW.
Repsol continued the implementation of its digitalization program, which is being rolled out
throughout the organization to promote a cultural change and new ways of doing business.
The program aims to increase cash flow by 1 billion euros in 2022.

Upstream: increased earnings and development of highvalue projects
The adjusted net income of the Upstream unit reached 1.015 billion euros, representing an
increase of 108% over the 487 million euros earned in the same period of 2017.
The management and implementation of the company’s
efficiency and synergies program boosted the unit’s
earnings. Improved crude oil and gas production prices
and greater volumes sold were crucial to this increase.

The Upstream unit
increased its earnings by
108% to 1.015 billion euros
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In the international market, the environment has been different for oil and gas. While the
average Brent price stood at 72 dollars per barrel, representing an increase of 39% from the
same period of 2017, Henry Hub prices decreased by 8%, to an average 2.9 dollars per
MBtu.
In the first nine months of the year, Repsol achieved an average hydrocarbon production of
713,000 barrels of oil equivalent (boe) per day - a 4% increase from the same period of the
previous year and in line with the objective for the full year. This increase was largely due to
the startup of organic projects in Trinidad and Tobago, the United Kingdom, Algeria, Peru
and Malaysia, as well as increased contributions from Libya and Norway.
The company completed 15 exploratory
wells and one appraisal well during the
period. Four were positive and two are
under evaluation.
Repsol continued the development of
projects that will support the growth of the
Upstream unit. In Brazil, the company
obtained de commercial license for the
“Entorno Sapinhoá” area, which borders the
highly productive Sapinhoá block in the
country’s prolific pre-salt region.
In Bolivia, the parliament approved exploration and production contracts in the Iñiguazú field.
This field is adjacent to the Caipipendi area, where Repsol already operates the MargaritaHuacaya field—the largest in Bolivia, producing 19 million cubic meters of gas per day.
In Norway, the company signed an
agreement in early February to acquire 7.7%
of the Visund field, located in the North Sea.
With this deal, Repsol significantly increases
its production in the country to approximately
28,000 barrels of oil equivalent per day.

Average production
increased by 4% to 713,000
boe/d, in line with the
company’s annual objective

In the first nine months of the year, gas production also began in Bunga Pakma (Malaysia),
and Repsol began development of the Buckskin project in the United States. In addition, the
company installed the Angelin platform in the West Block field in Trinidad and Tobago from
which gas production is expected in the first quarter of 2019.
Upstream investments during the first nine months of the year amounted to 1.423 billion
euros, an increase of 50 million euros from the same period of 2017.
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Downstream: solidity, innovation and expansion
The Downstream unit recorded an adjusted net income of 1.098 billion euros from January to
September of this year, compared with the 1.431 billion euros earned in the same period last
year.
The industrial businesses, Refining and Chemicals, were influenced by a less favorable
environment and shutdowns for maintenance and improvements at the Puertollano,
Tarragona (Spain) and Sines (Portugal) industrial facilities. These improvements enable the
company to remain at the forefront of the sector in Europe thanks to innovation, efficiency
and productivity gains.

With Bardahl operation in
Mexico, Repsol continued
the internationalization of
its Lubricants unit

The refining margin indicator stood at 6.9 dollars
per barrel during the first nine months of the year,
in line with the first half of this year and above the
6.8 dollars per barrel in the same period of 2017.

The Trading and Gas & Power unit increased its
earnings from the same period of 2017, thanks
primarily to higher margins. The LPG business also improved its performance, driven by an
increase in sales in Spain due to lower temperatures.
For its part, the Marketing unit improved its performance, while continuing to provide greater
value to customers. The company strengthened its partnerships with prestigious companies
such as El Corte Inglés, with which Repsol is developing an expansion plan to open 1,000
Supercor Stop & Go stores at Repsol service stations in the next three years.
This is in addition to Repsol’s acquisition of 70%
of the digital platform Klikin, through which the
company is developing its Waylet mobile app: a
universal means of payment that can be used at
restaurants and stores as well as at the
company’s service stations.

Repsol is developing a plan
to open 1,000 Supercor
Stop & Go stores at its
service stations in the next
three years

Repsol also launched its new car-sharing service,
WiBLE, in partnership with Kia. The service
began operating in Madrid in July. This project is
part of the new mobility solutions in which Repsol is involved.

Furthermore, in accordance with its commitment to gas as an essential part of the energy
transition, Repsol signed an agreement with Venture Global LNG for the supply of one million
metric tons per year of LNG (Liquefied Natural Gas) for 20 years.
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The company continued
its expansion in Mexico,
where it now has 120
service stations in
operation

In addition, the company continued its expansion in
Mexico. Repsol now has over 120 service stations in
operation in the country after just over six months of
development of its long-term project, through which
the company aims to achieve an 8-10% share in the
Mexican market within the next five years.

Also
in
Mexico,
Repsol
continued
the
internationalization of its Lubricants unit with an
agreement with local company Bardahl. This is the largest alliance carried out by Repsol in
this business unit. The strategic plan for the Lubricants area aims to double its sales volume
to 300,000 metric tons in 2021, of which 70% will be outside Spain.
The company invested 560 million euros in the Downstream unit in the first nine months of
the year, 115 million euros more than in the same period of 2017.

Corporate governance: Decisions by the Board of
Directors
The Board of Directors in its meeting held on October 30th, has resolved, at the proposal of
the Nomination Committee, to appoint by cooptation Mr. Henri Philippe Reichstul as External
Director of the Company and as member of its Delegate Committee.
The Board also agreed, at the proposal of the Nomination Committee, to propose to the next
Annual Shareholders’ Meeting, among the agreements relative to the Board of Directors
composition, the reelection of the Chairman of the Board of Directors, Mr. Antonio Brufau
and of the Chief Executive Officer, Mr. Josu Jon Imaz, both for the statutory term of four
years
Finally, the Board will also propose, at the proposal of the Nomination Committee, to the next
Annual Shareholders’ Meeting the reduction to 15 the number of members of the Board of
Directors.
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Repsol results by segments (*)
Million euros

Jan-Sept

Jan-Sept

2017

2018

Variation

Upstream

487

1,015

Downstream

1,431

1,098

Corporate and others

(375)

(393)

ADJUSTED NET INCOME

1,543

1,720

Inventory effect

(50)

269

Special items

90

182

1,583

2,171

NET INCOME

11.5%

37.1%

Key business figures (*)
Jan-Sept

Jan-Sept

2017

2018

Variation

Oil and gas production (kboep/d)

688

713

4%

Crude processed (Mtoe)

35.0

34.6

(1.3)%

38,513

38,520

0.0%

2,148

1,935

(9.9)%

997

980

(1.7)%

Sales of oil products (kt)
Sales of petrochemical products (kt)
LPG sales (kt)

(*)

The earnings for each segment and the main figures include those from joint ventures or other managed companies operated as such, in
accordance with the percentage of interest held by the Group, considering its operational and economic metrics in the same manner and with
the same detail as for fully consolidated companies. For more information on the definition of business segments and the presentation model
of the Group’s financial results, see Note 2.3 of the Interim Consolidated Financial Statement corresponding to the first nine months’ end at
September 30th of 2018, which is to be registered today in the Spanish Securities Market Commission (Comisión Nacional del Mercado de
Valores) and is viewable on Repsol.com.
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Average production by geographical area
(Barrels of oil equivalent per day)

Europe, Africa & Brazil

162 kboe/d

Latin America & Caribbean

297.1 kboe/d

North America

173.7 kboe/d

Asia & Russia

80.2 kboe/d

TOTAL PRODUCTION

713 kboe/d

This document contains information and statements or claims which are estimates or future projections for Repsol. Said
estimates or projections may include statements regarding plans, goals, or current expectations of Repsol and its management,
including statements with respect to trends affecting Repsol’s financial condition, financial ratios, results of operations, business,
strategy, geographic concentration, production volume and reserves, capital expenditures, costs savings, investments and
dividend payout policies. These forward-looking statements may also include assumptions regarding future economic and other
conditions, such as future crude oil and other prices, refining and marketing margins and exchange rates and are generally
identified by the words “expects”, “anticipates”, “forecasts”, “believes”, “estimates”, “notices” and similar expressions. These
statements are not guarantees of future performance, prices, margins, exchange rates or other events and are subject to
material risks, uncertainties, changes and other factors which may be beyond Repsol’s control or may be difficult to predict.
Within those risks are those factors described in the filings made by Repsol and its affiliates with the Comisión Nacional del
Mercado de Valores in Spain and with any other supervisory authority of those markets where the securities issued by Repsol
and/or its affiliates are listed.
Unless the law requires it, Repsol does not undertake to publicly update or revise these forward-looking statements even if new
data is published or new facts are produced.
In October 2015, the European Securities Markets Authority (ESMA) published its Guidelines on Alternative Performance
Measures (APMs). The guidelines apply to regulated information published on or after 3 July 2016. The information and
breakdowns relative to the APMs used in this press release are included in Annex IV “Alternative Performance Measures” of the
consolidated interim financial statements corresponding to the nine-month period ending on September 30th, and on the Repsol
website.
This document does not constitute an offer or invitation to purchase or subscribe shares, pursuant to the provisions of the Royal
Decree 4/2015 of the 23rd of October, which approves the Consolidated Text of the Securities Market Law and its development
regulations. In addition, this document does not constitute an offer to purchase, sell, or exchange, neither a request for an offer
of purchase, sale or exchange of securities in any other jurisdiction.
The information contained in the document has not been verified or revised by the External Auditors of Repsol.
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